
                                   Answer key 

Group A 

Politics   Crime   The justice system    
Society   Word families 

Exercise 1  

1 f criminals: Criminals are people who break the law and are arrested and charged with a crime. 

2 b thieves: This is the plural of thief – someone who steals things form other people, such as cars or bags. 

3 a arsonists: An arsonist is someone who starts a fire in a building, to damage it. 

4 d shoplifters: Shoplifters are people who look like customers, but who may just be in the shop looking for something to 

steal. 

 
Exercise 2  

1 break: If you break into a house, you force open a door or window and get in to steal someone else’s things. 

2 vandalise: If you vandalise a building for example, you might break the windows and doors, and perhaps the building can 

no longer be used. 

3 interview: The police might ask witnesses questions about what they saw, we say they are interviewing them. 

4 collect: The lawyers and the police have to get evidence together, such as interviews, weapons and photographs, for 

example, to try and prove what happened. 

 
Exercise 3  

1 mugging: If you’re mugged in the street, someone might attack you in the street and take your bag and money. 

2 graffiti: People sometimes spray or paint words or pictures on buildings, e.g. to create art or to write a political message. 

Some people think it’s a kind of vandalism. 

3 public property: Public property means buildings like libraries and hospitals, which the public can freely go into and use. 

4 crime scene: Police have to search the crime scene very carefully to look for clues about what happened. 

 
Exercise 4  

1 assassinate: Assassinate is the verb form of the noun assassination. If someone is assassinated, they are killed, perhaps 

in the middle of doing their job. Often it is political figures who are killed, such as John F Kennedy. 

2 separate: Separate is the verb form of the noun separation. You might separate from your friend while you’re shopping so 

that you can each go to different shops. 

3 effectiv: Effective is the adjective form of the noun effect. Something that works well is effective. 

 
Exercise 5  

1 has been: This is recent news, so we need the present perfect.  

2 tried: This is a single event in the past, so we use the past simple. 

3 had broken in: Here we need the past perfect to show that the event had happened before the staff came back to work. 

4 did they find out: This is question about one event in the past, so we can use the past simple. 

5 had forgotten: Here we need the past perfect to show that the event had happened before the person went home. 

6 was: This is a comment about one event that they’re talking about, so we can use the past simple. 

7 hadn’t taken: We need the past perfect to show the time difference between the two events. The police discovered what 

had happened after the robbery.  

8 had left: We need the past perfect here to show that one thing happened before another. The robbers had left before the 

police arrived. 

Reading 

1 B: Drivers are warned not to ‘leave any money or jewellery in your car’. 

2 C: The notice says that customers mustn’t leave ‘bags or valuables unattended’. 

3 B: The information tells people about ways of staying safe when they’re cycling. 

4 C: The short article says that ‘a police campaign reduced the number of thefts by a third’. 

5 B: ‘...the traffic lights were red. Suddenly, a car came speeding past...’ 

 

 


